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IMPACT OF THE POWER SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
ON THE EMISSION LEVEL IN LITHUANIA

Summary

The analyses carried out show that further necessary investments into safety improve-
ments of the Ignalina NPP satisfy the criterion of the least cost power sector development and
it should be kept in operation until the end of its technical life time. Modular CHP with diesel
engines or gas turbines, or new CCGT will be the most attractive source of electricity genera-
tion if new capacities are required. The Ignalina NPP also has a crucial impact on all kind of
emissions in Lithuania. If this power plant is shut down, the requirement of the Kyoto proto-
col for CO, mitigation will be violated already in 2011, even in the case of the most pessimistic
economy growth and electricity export scenario. In the case of the further operation of the
nuclear power plant Lithuania will be able to fulfil the requirement of the Kyoto protocol
during the whole study period. However, during temporary shut down of the nuclear plant for
safety upgrade or rechannelling of reactors some reduction of electricity export will be neces-
sary.

UTJECAJ RAZVITKA ENERGETSKOG SEKTORA
NA RAZINU EMISIJA U LITVI

Sažetak

Provedene analize pokazuju da buduća ulaganja u poboljšanje sigurnosti nuklearne elektrane
Ignalina zadovoljavaju kriterij razvitka energetskog sektora uz najniže troškove i da bi elektrana
trebala ostati u pogonu do kraja svog tehničkog vijeka. Modularna kogeneracijska postrojenja
s dizel motorima ili plinskim turbinama, ili nova kombi-kogeneracijska postrojenja predstavljaju
najprivlačniji izvor za proizvodnju električne energije, ukoliko se ukaže potreba za novim
kapacitetima. Nuklearna elektrana Ignalina ima značajno djelovanje na sve vrste emisija u
Litvi. Ukoliko se ova elektrana zatvori, zahtjevi iz Kyoto protokola za smanjenjem CO 2 bit će
prekršeni već 2011. godine, čak i u slučaju najnepovoljnijeg scenarija ekonomskog rasta i
izvoza električne energije. U slučaju daljnjeg rada nuklearne elektrane Litva će moći zadovoljiti
zahtjeve iz Kyoto protokola tokom cjelokupnog promatranog perioda.
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The Lithuanian power sector has been created with the aim to satisfy needs of the larger
north-western region of the Former Soviet Union (FSO). As electricity demand in Lithuania has
decreased considerably and the export to the former republics of the FSU is small, available
capacities of the Lithuanian power sector are only partially utilised (Table 1) which has adverse
effects on the economy of the country. However, emissions from power plants to the atmosphere
make only about 14% of the 1990 level. Significant decreaseof emissions from the power sector
is one of the greatest factors contributing to the total decline of emissions in Lithuania (Figure 1).

Table 1. Capacities and electricity outputs of Lithuanian power plants

Power plant

Lithuanian PP

Vilnius CHP

Kaunas CHP

Mazeikiai CHP

Klaipeda CHP

Kaunas hydro PP

Kruonis HPSPP

Small hydro PP

Ignalina NPP

Industrial CHP

Total

Installed capacity
(MW)

1800

384

178

194

10,8

100,8

600

5,6

3000

61

6334,2

Available
capacity (MW)

1800

364

178

99,2

10,8

100,8

570

4,4

2600

61

5788,2

Electricity sold in
1989
[GWh)
8017,3

1656

722

675,7

36

361,6

0

15,5

15370,8

151,1

27006

Electricity sold in
1996
(GWh)
708,4

355

61

407,9

13,9

313,6

547,6

7,7

12666,0

35

15119,2

Fuel

Gas, HFO

Gas, HFO

Gas, HFO

HFO

Gas, HFO

-

-

-

-

-

The Ignalina NPP plays a crucial role for the future development of the power system. Its
fate will mostly depend on the success of improving its safety and reliability. The Lithuanian
Government has assumed that the Ignalina NPP will satisfy the international nuclear safety
standards and confirmed its obligation in the Nuclear Safety Account Grant Agreement
(NSAGA), i.e. Lithuania will completely fulfil all recommendations of the Safety Analysis Re-
port and its Independent Review. It is expected that in 1999 Unit 1 of the Ignalina NPP will
receive operation license, which will be in line with the international requirements. However,
until the license is issued and research investigation of fuel channels and graphite is carried out
(to be completed in 1999) it is impossible to make the final decision about the fate of this
power plant. Additionally, in the NSAGA was stipulated that fuel channels of the Ignalina NPP
will not be replaced after the end of their life time. However, this pre-condition was made on
the base of very limited information about safety of the Ignalina NPP reactors available in
1993. This situation has changed significantly after the implementation of a large number of
important safety improvement measures recommended in the recent years after a deep safety
analysis. Available preliminary information about the state of fuel channels enables us to make
forecast, which in case of the Unit 1 can serve till 2005 and of the Unit 2 up to 2010. Possible
inaccuracies might reach one or two years, which have no essential influence on the develop-
ment of the power sector.
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Figure 1. Emissions to the atmosphere in Lithuania (CO2 in million tons, other emissions in
thousand tons)
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Beside the open question concerning the fate of the Ignalina NPP there are a few addi-
tional factors in Lithuania that have a significant impact on the development of the power
sector:

- Very large units of the Ignalina NPP require considerable reserve capacities that might
be satisfied either by co-operation with the neighbouring countries, or by keeping at opera-
tional readiness several units in thermal power plants and Kruonis Hydro Pumped Storage
Power Plant (HPSPP);

- Part of the capacity of the existing thermal power plants will be required when units of
the Ignalina NPP will be temporarily stopped for the implementation of a secondary shut
down system or for channel replacement;

- Installed excessive capacities may be utilised in the future when the economies in the
neighbouring countries start to recover or after the construction of the transmission line to
Poland. However, these factors are very uncertain;

- Considerable parts of the equipment in thermal power plants, transmission and distri-
bution networks, are not efficient enough, and must undergo modernisation. In addition, a
part of the existing units at power plants might be necessary only after a few years time. It
means they have to be specially preserved (if this option is economically justified) or have to be
decommissioned if preservation is too expensive in comparison with the construction of new
more efficient units in the future.

Taking into account the very uncertain situation about the future, an investigation of a
possible development of the Lithuanian power sector, as well as its impact on the emissions into
the atmosphere was carried out for several possible scenarios. Characteristics of scenarios ana-
lysed are presented in Table 2.

The reference electricity demand corresponds to the basic economy growth scenario, the
low electricity demand to the slow economy growth scenario, and the high electricity demand
is for the fast economy growth scenario.
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The slow economic growth scenario defines the lower limit for the economic development.
It could be realistic in the case of unfavourable internal and external environment. Low growth
rates of the Lithuanian GDP (2% till 2010 and 3% for the period 2011-2020) could be the result
of a very slow rate of the economy's restructuring, low internal and foreign investments, pro-
longed negotiations related to the accession into the European Union, unforeseen political crises,
etc.

The fast economic growth scenario defines an upper level for the economic development.
Rather high growth rates of the Lithuanian economy are provided for this scenario amounting
to the average of 7.0% value per annum. Such fast growth rates may be realised with the
expectations that: a) the Lithuanian industry will be restored and will develop especially rap-
idly (with an average of 8.5% per annum); b) the total policy of economic development will be
favourable to large-scale investments intended for the modernisation of the country's economy
and acquisition of new technologies; c) technical assistance from the European Union will be
efficient.

The basic scenario is founded on those tendencies of the economic development that were
provided for in the moderate economic growth scenario prepared by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs. This scenario corresponds to an approximate average of the upper and lower level
scenarios. According to the basic scenario it is expected that the average annual growth rate of
the economy for the planning period will amount to 4%.

For the power sector development analysis it was assumed that electricity export until the
year 2000 remains at the level of 1996 (5.2 TWh per annum). Later it changes and in the case
of minimal export makes only 1 TWh per annum, while in the case of maximal export it
constantly increases up to 6 TWh in 2020. Minimal electricity export accounts for the electric-
ity export only to the Kaliningrad region where there are no other external suppliers. It was
also assumed that in the case of maximal electricity export Lithuania exports electricity to
Belarus and Latvia.

The existence of the Baltic power ring in this study was evaluated by the greater spinning
reserve available to the Lithuanian power system. Peak electricity export to Poland was as-
sumed to be made from the Kruonis HPSPP by increasing its utilisation.

Different variants of refurbishment of the existing power plants, rechannelling of the
Ignalina NPP units, construction of new combined cycle power plant (CCGT), small modular
CHP, and some small hydro plants were analysed as candidates for the Lithuanian power
sector. The analysis was carried out by using the WASP-III Plus model.

Two completely different expansion scenarios of the Lithuanian power system are shown in
Table 2 and Figure 3. Table 2 represents the structure of the electricity production in the case of
the most pessimistic scenario that corresponds to the lowest electricity demand and the lowest
export combined with decommissioning of the Ignalina NPP in the middle of its designed tech-
nical life time, i.e. in 2005 (Unit 1) and 2010 (Unit 2).
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Table 2. Characteristics of scenarios of the Lithuanian power sector development.

Scenari
0

1 (Ref.)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Demand

Referenc
e

Low

*
*

High

•

*

Level of
export

Min.

*

•

*
*

*

Max

*

*
*

*

*

Fate of Ignalina NPP*

1

*
*

2

*
*

*

*

*

3

*
*

*

#

Existence of
Baltic power
ring

Yes

*
*

*

*

No

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

Output of Kruonis HPSPP

Referenc
e
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Reduced

*
*

Increas
ed

*

1 - Implementation of the secondary shut down system: Unit 1-2002-2003 (combined with rechannelling); Unit 2-
2000-2001. Rechannelling: Unit 2 -2011-2012.
2 - Implementation of the secondary shut down system: Unit 1-2000-2001, Unit 2-2002-2003. Rechannelling: Unit
1-2006-2007, Unit 2-2011-2012.
3 - Implementation of the secondary shut down system: Unit 1-2000-2001, Unit 2-2002-2003. Decommissioning:
Unit 1-2005, Unit 2 - in 2010.

Figure 2. Electricity generation in Lithuania, scenario 9.
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Figure 3. Electricity generation in Lithuania, scenario 10
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Results presented in Fig. 3 are for the highest electricity demand and export scenario

combined with the further operation of the nuclear power plant. Thus, results presented in
those figures show the two boundary paths of possible development of the Lithuanian power
system.

The analyses carried out show also that further necessary investments into safety im-
provements of the Ignalina NPP satisfy the criterion of the least cost power sector develop-
ment. In addition to the Ignalina NPP, hydro power plants, Vilnius CHP-3, and Kaunas CHP
(in combined heat and power production mode) will be used. If at least one unit of the Ignalina
NPP is in operation, the Lithuanian PP will serve as a source of reserve capacity. It is also
expedient to keep the Kruonis HPSP in a regime of weekly regulation. However, its role in the
Lithuanian power system will depend on the course of the implementation of other interna-
tional projects (the Baltic Ring, electricity transmission line to Poland, etc.) and the volume of
electricity export.

When new capacities are needed, CHP modules with diesel engines or gas turbines or new
combined cycle gas turbine power plant (CCGT) will be the most attractive source of electric-
ity generation. The CHP modules become very attractive for the conditions of Lithuania by
implementing them instead of common boiler houses in available district heating systems. The
best way to increase efficiency of the heat supply systems is to replace old and not efficient
enough large boiler houses by small scale CHP. The competitiveness of the eventual chain of
hydro power plants built on the Neris River and the middle of the Nemunas River could be also
economically acceptable. However, the investment costs for those plants have to be revised. In
addition, the total capacity of these HPP is only 172 MW. Thus, they do not influence the
power balance much.

Another economically efficient source of electricity production (after the combined cycle
power plants and CHP modules) could be the refurbished Lithuanian PP at Elektrenai. This
alternative compared with a new CCGT requires less investment (for 300 MW units - 150
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USD/kW, for 150 MW units - about 190 USD/kW), but its operation costs would be higher due
to lower efficiency. However, this power plant is designed to burn various kinds of fuel (gas,
HFO and orimulsion). The presented results are valid in the case when flue gas desulphurisation
equipment is not installed.

Emissions of CO2 to the atmosphere for the above mentioned boundary scenarios together
with the reference scenario are presented in Figure 4. All kinds of emissions analysed for the
reference scenario are shown in Figure 5. As it is possible to see from data presented in the
figures the Ignalina NPP has the crucial impact onto all kinds of emissions, too. In the case of a
temporary shut down of this plant for the implementation of safety measures or for rechannelling,
emissions to the atmosphere increase significantly. If we assume that CO2 emissions from the
power system should be reduced at the same rate as for the whole country according to the Kyoto
protocol (8%) requirement, this task will not be fulfiled in any case if the nuclear power plant is
shut down. Even in the case of the most pessimistic scenario (Fig. 4) CO, emissions in 2015-
2016 will reach the level of 1990, and the Kyoto Protocol requirement will be exceeded already
in 2011. It is also necessary to mention that those results are for the case when natural gas takes
the biggest share in the fuel used for electricity generation. CO2 emissions would be even higher
if greater portion of heavy fuel would be used. In the case of the further operation of the nuclear
power plant (scenario 10) requirement of the Kyoto protocol will be not violated during the
whole study period. The exception is only during short time periods when the plant closes for
safety improvement or rechannelling. However, the reduction of the electricity export during the
above mentioned time periods would allow to keep CO2 emissions in the country below the
Kyoto protocol limit. For the reference scenario CO2 emissions will be also below the limit
during the whole time period analysed.

Figure 4. CO2 emissions in the case of scenario 9, scenario 10, and the reference scenario.
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Figure S. Emissions to the atmosphere for the reference scenario (percentage from the level
of 1990)
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If the Ignalina NPP will be in operation all kinds of emissions will remain below the 1990
level (Fig. 5). If this plant is shut down and electricity is mainly generated by thermal power
plants, the emissions of NOX after 2010 in some scenarios will reach the 1990 level. For SO2

and particles this may be case if instead of a new CCGT the Lithuanian PP would remain in
operation and no desulphurisation units would be installed. However, the total electricity
production in Lithuania would be about twice lower than in 1990.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The analyses carried out show that further necessary investments into safety improve-
ments of the Ignalina NPP satisfy the criterion of the least cost power sector development.
Modular CHP with diesel engines or gas turbines, or new CCGT will be the most attractive
source of electricity generation if new capacities are required.

2. The Ignalina NPP has a crucial impact on all kinds of emissions in Lithuania. If this
power plant is shut down, the requirement of the Kyoto protocol for CO, mitigation will be
violated already in 2011, even in the case of the most pessimistic economy growth and elec-
tricity export scenario.

3. In the case of further operation of the nuclear power plant Lithuania will be able to fulfil
the requirement of the Kyoto Protocol during the whole study period. However, during a tempo-
rary shut down of the plant for safety upgrade or rechannelling of reactors some reduction of
electricity export will be necessary.
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